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Monster Maker Vol. 3
Fire & Ash

Volcanic Heart
When [Creature Name] is attacked and receives  
at least X damage from another creature it  
automatically takes a free bonus reaction allowing 
it to make an attack spraying a 15ft cone of firey 
blood. Creatures within the area must make  
a DCxx Dexterity Saving Throw or Take Xd6 fire  
damage. Half as much on a successful save.  

Fireborn Aura
Allies within 10-ft of [creature name] gain  
resistance to fire damage and advantage on  
saving throws against spells and abilities with  
a fire damage descriptor. 

Kossuth’s Blessing
When [Creature Name] uses an attack, spell or 
ability that deals fire damage, it ignores damage 
resistance and magic resistance. Enemies with fire 
or magic immunity instead only have resistance. 

Blazing Dash (Recharge x)

While taking a dash action [Creature Name]  
may transform into incorporeal flames a target  
creatures to damage which it passes through. 
Creatures targeted this way must make a DCxx 
Dexterity saving throw or take Xd6 fire damage. 
Half as much on a successful save. 

Heat Mirage
Enemies that attack [Creature Name] always have 
disadvantage on attack rolls against it. An attacker 
is immune to this effect if it doesn’t rely on sight, 
as with blind sight, or can see through illusions, as 
with true sight.

Seething Heat
At the beginning of [Creature Names] turn,  
every creature within melee range of [Creature 
Name] takes Xd6 fire damage. Until end of turn,  
[Creature Name] attacks any creature damaged 
this way with advantage. 

Volatile Core
When [Creature Name] is reduced to 0 hit points 
it does not die until the start of it’s next turn and 
cannot take actions or reactions. At the start of  
it’s next turn, [Creature Name] erupts into a 
20-foot-radius sphere of flames centered on itself.  
Creatures within the sphere must make a DCxx 
Dexterity saving throw or take Xd6 Fire  
Damage. Half as much on a successful save.  
The fire spreads around corners. It ignites  
flammable objects in the area that aren’t being 
worn or carried.

Pyroclastic Blast (Recharge x)

[Creature Name) can project volcanic ash to harm 
and shove it’s enemies. [Creature Name] makes a 
ranged attack against all creatures caught within  
a 30-ft-line. Creatures hit take xd6 fire damage 
and must make a DCxx strength saving throw 
or either be knocked prone or pushed x-ft-away. 
[Creature Name] cannot shove creatures that are 
more than one size larger than them.    

Ignious Nova (Recharge X)

As an action [creature name] can discharge a  
10-ft-wide, 10-ft-tall, cylinder of kinetic force and 
fire centered on itself. Creatures within the efffects 
range must make a DCxx Dexterity saving throw  
or take Xd6 fire damage and Xd4 force damage. 
Half as much on a successful save. 

Desicatting Touch
[Creature Names] natural attacks deal fire damage 
that supernaturally wither living flesh. When ever   
[Creature Name] deals damage with a natural  
attack, the target must make a DCxx Constitution 
Saving throw or gain +1 level of exhaustion.  


